BOOK REVIEW

A Graphic History
David Wong’s Escape to Gold Mountain is a well-researched, graphic history of the experiences of
Chinese immigrants in Canada and the United States over the period of 1750 to 2000.
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decades.
themes and focus on the lives of real people. In
Wong begins his book with the experiences of
addition, the artwork is stylthe Chinese workers in the fish
ish and offers an entertaining
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placed by machines named
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“iron chinks,” apparently so
David Wong’s Escape to
named to insult to the former
Gold Mountain fits well into the
workers. He then describes the
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across the U.S. West.
well-researched, graphic history of the experiences of
Among other topics he covers are the First Opium War,
Chinese immigrants in Canada
Chinese immigrants who were
and the United States over the
engaged in gold mining, arrival
period from 1750 to 2000.
of Chinese in Hawaii, arranged
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mocracy movement sparked
These Chinese immigrants A page from Wong’s Escape to Gold Mountain.
by Sun Yat-sen, and the role
were seeking new opportuniof Chinese immigrants in World War II.
ties in Gam Saan (Gold Mountain), a term they
The author weaves the story of several genapplied to much of the West Coast and with no
erations of his own family into this history of
distinction between Canada and the United States.
Chinese immigration into the western regions of
Their hoped for opportunities turned into inCanada. I found that the pictured text made some
credibly harsh discrimination and unspeakable
of the events stand out much more vividly than
atrocities caused by ordinary Canadian and U.S.
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the same events do when only presented in a text
alone setting. The author also includes many notes
as to his sources, which should please any researcher.
This is a book that any Chinese-American
or Chinese-Canadian might find useful in introducing their teen-age children or adult friends to
the rich history of the Chinese in America and
Canada.
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